Join the IIA Chicago Chapter and EY’s Technology Risk Consulting experts as they discuss the value proposition of agile auditing and how to apply agile methodology in an audit/sprint. Upon completion of this session, participants will be able to:

- Explain the value proposition for agile auditing
- Explain the basic terminology related to agile auditing
- Apply agile methodology from Internal Audit’s perspective
- Conduct an effective sprint, create a scrum board, and establish an agile reporting dashboard

**Title:** Lunch & Learn – Agile Auditing

**Date:** Thursday, December 14, 2023

**Time:** 11:00 am - 1:00 pm (CT)

**Location:** Virtual

**CPES:** 2

**Cost:** $10.00 Members/$15.00 Non-Members

[Click on the following link to register](https://na.eventscloud.com/ereg/index.php?eventid=778309&).